
At NIPWG4 in 2017 the development of the S-126 (physical environment) Product 
Specification was put on hold due to lack of resources and the fact that the S-126 
dataset is not a SOLAS carriage requirement. 

However, there were a few outstanding items from previous meetings (NIPWG3, ice 
related info and NIPWG4, gaps in listed S-126 items) that were completed as well as 
other S-126 related work

I asked in an email prior to the meeting for everyone to bring samples of their own 
SD/CP data and highlighters, so now would be the time to pull all of that out and 
follow along with me.

Think of what your data contains and how you see it and its use….
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I was going to start off and get straight to the discussion points….at the end of the 
submitted paper, so we could just get straight to work. 

But then I realized it’s no good to start like that…
We can’t really make informed judgements without first being on the same page, 
understanding the same things….first you need to hear the whole story. 
(and I’ve got some graphics to help keep you awake so we can ease into the nitty 
gritty details….)

So, here goes…
Once upon a time…
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People began using water to journey from place to place.
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As they did they experienced many things, some of which they hoped others would 
not have to. 
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So, they wrote down all the things that were important so they could share them 
with others.

They wrote to not forget…
…as well as to be clear about what to expect.
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Some of these things came from looking up…
and noticing seasonal activity in the skies.
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Others came from looking down and out…
describing markers along the path 
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…that would aid in safe passage and arrival,
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as well as how the waters around you typically affected the ride. 
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And what obstacles to avoid.
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So we see there are four basic areas of description that would contain different 
elements of information.

Oh and recently the US combined the Coast Pilot with related rules and regulations
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Recently the S-412 group released their latest version of the weather overlay data 
model. 
This is still in development so it is a good time to compare our data with theirs to see 
how it might work together.

Because having foresight will help with our future hindsight…..

This is the very basic data model as it relates to the S-126.
The green items are S-412 abstract feature objects and the blue items are S-412 
information objects.

Where the overlap applies most is …
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Within the “weather hazards” where the mariner is directly affected.
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Stats from word frequency within the coast pilot books

Related to the weather hazard feature:
622 gust, 2298 wind
10 wind wave
472 swell
352 wave (not wind wave)
0 spray
331 Visibility 
190 precipitation
--
72 squall
148 Thunderstorm
190 cyclone
867 storm
416 temperature
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Stats from word frequency within the coast pilot books

Related to the descriptions of the environment and of various types of nav-aids:
179 aids to navigation/29 aid to nav = TOTAL 4823

3277 buoy 
1217 beacon
121 marker

Topography = TOTAL 4780
cultural features

4644 bridge       
136 airport/32 airfield       

landmarks = TOTAL 1115
631 building
359 landmark

73 school        
19 mine
19 pillar
14 silo        

natural features = TOTAL 6334
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2622 river
621 lake

594 cliff
484 stream (not air or jet stream)
111 coastline
98 waterfall
(flat? Too hard to tell)

98 glacier
44 rapids
71 vegetation -> 965 kelp -> 6 seaweed
26 swamp

ports = TOTAL 11,564
1758 harbor
1375 port
1207 basin
485 canal
416 lock (this wasn’t in original list)
109 dam
62 hospital
14 levee
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Stats from word frequency within the coast pilot books

Related to the descriptions of the effect the water has on navigation

774 tide
1319 current (eddy current, tidal current)

567 flood tide/ 422 flood current
462 ebb
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In light of yesterdays S-127 discussion it dawned on me that these descriptions in the 
CP/SD are very related to traffic management topics. (pilot boarding, routes, etc)
It seems we 
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These could be complex attributes that could break down the specific components 
for the description:
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U.S. Coast Pilot 1, Chapter 6 - chart 13324
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The picture says all these words, 
but it helps to have them identified while reading for better situational awareness to 
get familiar with the area.
But why and when would we need this information?
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Bar Island the name is NOT listed on the map….if this feature was attached to the ENC 
features it would actually help the mariner identify the landmasses that are not 
labeled on the chart due to space constraints.

Also, I now know for sure that one is grassy and the other two are wooded for 
possible planning purposes.
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Understanding why the gong buoy was placed in this location.
Verifying the location of a hazard
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This one could be reduced to a warning while planning the mission to call your 
attention to a hazard…but doesn’t really need to be shown if not transiting the area.
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Now this could be an info box linked to Wikipedia info to tell more about the village.
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This one helps on the approach to the harbor…describing prominent objects for dead 
reckoning.

The chart shows the symbol for the cottage on the island…but the text describes 
what it looks like (hopefully they haven’t changed the roof color in a while!)

The text also points out location of houses that are not shown on the chart….
…could this be used as cross-checking the ENC to make sure the text and the ENC are 
both up to date?
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Is it necessary to keep the beginning of the first and second items? 
Should it be a “caution” or is it necessary?
Or do we just need the general direction ?
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Currents related to wind….do we model these relationships? Or just add it as a 
general note…to winds and/or currents?
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